
The Principles of Language. 

Language is for the purpose of doing one's biologically defined 
job. This is a fact easily proven. It can also be proven that the 
Judeo-Christian Scripture is based on this biologically defined 
fact. The purpose the Scripture was composed was to guide 
mankind into biological functionality. That functionality is 
determined by a closed system. As language is effected by 
standards of human behavior, the purpose of the mind is to 
produce standards of behavior to attain to a balanced ecosystem, 
both socially and environmentally. Mankind is currently proto-
linguistic—he is so unaware of himself and his job that he is 
destroying his own future. His behaviors are that of an animal.  

In order to establish a meditational foundation for the 
Principles of Language I will lay down two premises and then ask 
that one meditate on some questions that these two premises 
infer an answer to. After one has meditated, then I will prove 
both premises as biological fact.  

 
1. The human mind is responsible for human behavior. 
2. The human mind is wholly linguistic by function.  
 
Answer the following questions only in reference to the two 

givens above: 
With those two given premises,  
What is the only power a mind could ever have? 
What is the only thing any other person could want from you?  
What is the only product of a mind? 
If someone wanted to disenfranchise you of your life what 

would they use to do it?  
How can a person be wholly enslaved and yet never have the 

ability to realize it?  
If the only product of the human mind is human behavior why 

would a government refuse to standardize language?  
Why would any organization insist on your acceptance of their 

doctrine and yet disregard any notion of standards in language?  
What is the only path to self-realization? 
What is the only salvation of the human race?  
Does it matter if your human rights are violated with a gun, or 

by the refusal of a government to recognize and honor standards 
in language?  

What is psychological abuse?  
Does it matter if you are physically abused or psychologically 

abused to the same ends?  
If some government, or some religion, enumerate your 

freedoms, what does this enumeration mean if they refuse to 
recognize standards in language? Are they truly interested in 
human rights, or are they only fighting for dominance over 
human will?  



What does it mean when organizations are established to fight 
for some enumerated freedom of the body, but which will not lift 
even a finger to fight for standards in language?  

If someone stands in violation of your biologically inalienable 
right to standards in language, and refuses to correct their 
behavior by reason, what have they left you as the only recourse 
to self-defense?  

What is the greatest ignorance and the greatest wisdom a 
mind can know? 

What is it that the human mind must defend against and what 
are its options for defense?  

Can a country, can a nation, can a people, call anyone else a 
terrorist when they, themselves have no idea of the principles of 
language by which human action is determined? When they, 
themselves, engage in wholesale violation of human rights?  

If there were such a thing as the Second Coming, what do you 
think would be the purpose of it?  

If “God” is truth but instead of teaching how to think and act 
in truth religious organizations teach doctrine and dominance 
over your will, are they teaching about “God” or are they just 
another predator?  

When the principles of language are not known, when the 
connection between the principles of language and human 
behavior is not known, not recognized can it be said that the 
human race is linguistically functional?  

 
If human behavior is the only product of a human mind, what 

is the only thing you can be deprived of and how is this 
accomplished?  

 
What is the sole function of education?  
 
Can one claim to be an educator while at the same time claim 

that there are no standards in human behavior? 
 
Can one be a governing official and claim that there are no 

standards of human behavior?  
 
Can one be linguistically functional and claim that there are 

no standards in human behavior?  
 
If, as was given, that the mind is responsible for human 

behavior, and that the mind is wholly linguistic by function and 
fact, what is the foundation of Law? is it not the principles of 
language.  

 
So, if it were written that some day Truth would be cast to the 

ground so that it could practice and prosper, that someday, a 
lawgiver, like Moses were to be sent to mankind, what does this 



have to do with the only power a mind could ever know? Are 
these events about religion, or about biological fact? If it were 
written that a Book  is sealed to man's understanding, is it sealed 
by magic, or because mankind is linguistically dysfunctional?  

 
These are all questions that one has a fundamental vested 

interest in answering.  
 
You shall know the truth, and the truth shall set you free. 

This is a statement in regard to biological fact, the function of 
the human mind. Currently the human race is proto-linguistic. 
The principles of language are not, nor ever have been, in 
themselves, difficult. The difficulty is the mind of man. It is not 
yet linguistically functional. Laying down the principles of 
language will not, in of themselves change the dysfunctional state 
of the human mind if that dysfunction is biological. They can, 
however, change the dysfunctional state of the mind when that 
dysfunction is simply lack of education. In effect, it is by 
education that one divides the appearance of humanity from its 
reality. Between those who are forever to be animals, and those 
who can be civilized.   

This education will not, however, take place as long as 
animals set educational policy, governmental policies, are any 
standards of human behavior what so ever. One has to realize 
that they are wholly immersed in a psychologically dysfunctional 
environment. From books, to radio and television and movies.  

One approaches the study of the Principles of Language in 
order to study and learn the principles of right and just human 
behavior, to learn civil behavior, to learn Law. There are two, and 
only two fundamental branches of reasoning, fundamental 
branches of Law. There are, in fact, and in metaphor, Two Tablets 
of Law. Logic and Analogic.  

Now, if you really are interested in the obstruction in your 
own mind to effecting correct human behavior, then one will find 
a lot more in my work than they would probably expect. I have 
solved problems others have found impossible, but this was 
written that I would. They were not really impossible problems. 
Search the Internet Archive for my posted work. All of it is in 
regard to Law.  

Language is the currency by which human behavior is 
exchanged.  

The above Law is not comprehensible to an animal.  
 
The foundation of the Principles of Language are derived 

from the definition of a thing and how a living organism crafts 
life from those things. 

What is the definition of a thing? 
Definition: A thing is any material within a boundary, limit, 

shape, or form. 



This provides us with two fundamental branches of reasoning, 
Logic, which includes common grammars and analogic, which 
encompasses not only the geometric figure as a language, but 
human behavior as well.  

Thus, by definition, one has in common logic, common 
grammar, mathematics, or any logic what so ever, two naming 
conventions. One can name a thing directly and one can name a 
thing as a concatenation of the names of a things forms and the 
names of the material differences in those forms.  

The first naming convention is called the Subject Naming 
Convention. The second the Predicate Naming Convention.  

The definition of a thing also determines the principles of 
predication and the principles of assertion and denial. Since in 
Logic, the only thing which can be conventionalized is the 
naming convention, and all correct syntax is determined by 
definition, it stands to reason that common grammar, that any 
logic is sufficient to produce truth. The only failure is the 
inability to establish a convention of names, as Confucius pointed 
out. As Plato pointed out.  

In analogics, the only thing to standardize is how one asserts 
boundaries to given material. Thus analogics are universal 
languages and they are sufficient for truth in language. The only 
possible error is the inability of man to establish standards in 
human behavior.  

 

Environmental Acquisition Systems 

Every living organism survives by crafting things it needs for 
survival from its environment. Even the act of feeding is, itself, a 
crafting act. Language is also a craft.  

Definition: An environmental acquisition system of a living 
organism is that system of an organism which must 
acquire from the environment an element from some thing 
and process that element which it has acquired for a 
product that maintains and promotes the life of that 
organism.  

Those Systems that Acquire Material. 

1) The Digestive-System. 
2) The Manipulative-System. 
3) The Respiratory-System. 

Those Systems that Acquire Form. 

4) The Ocular-System.  
5) The Vestibular-System. 
6) The Procreative-System. 
7) The Judgmental-System. 
 
One may notice that the environment of the judgmental 

system is not the same as the previous six. The environment of 



the seventh is from processed things from the environment of the 
body. The seventh is thus a recursive system. Since it is 
responsible for the behaviors of the previous six, it must learn 
two fundamental branches of reasoning.  

The Self. 

1) The Judgmental-System. 
a) Analogic. The application of forms to standard given 

material.  
b) Logic. The application of materials to standard given 

forms.  

Not the self. The only possessions of the self.  

 Those Systems that Acquire Material. 

 1) The Digestive-System. 
 2) The Manipulative-System. 
 3) The Respiratory-System. 

 Those Systems that Acquire Form. 

 4) The Ocular-System.  
 5) The Vestibular-System. 
 6) The Procreative-System. 
 
The most fundamental form of behavior one learns is that of 

the principles of language. It is based on a Two Element 
Metaphysics. Another fundamental form of civil and sane 

behavior is that the mind is not any of the other systems and 
does not enslave them to the mind. The mind does not determine 
sexuality of the body, no more than it determines what happens 
when one eats any particular food. Another is that language is, in 
a metaphor, a mirror, or that man is in the image of God, where 
God is a metaphor for Truth, or again, A equals A, or as applied to 
environmental acquisition systems of a living organism, I AM 
THAT I AM.  Judgment, i.e. the principles of language, is of the 
Lord. The Lord is the principle of identity as it applies to 
language.  

A house divided against itself cannot stand. Neither can 
human psychology. Being proto-linguistic, proto-man cannot 
stand either. Some of mankind can be educated, some of mankind 
cannot. When educational systems teach that there are no 
standards of behavior in regard to how the mind interact with its 
own body are they not in fact lying and engaging in psychological 
abuse of children? When someone claims that aberrant behavior 
in regard to their own body is simply a life choice and a matter of 
free will, are they not in fact lying and engaging in psychological 
abuse of children? When governing bodies, judges leaders claim 
that certain aberrant behavior is simply a life choice, are they not 
in fact lying and enslaving the population to sociopathic behavior 
and psychological abuse?  

The problem with proto-linguistic humanity is not that they 
are unwilling to establish standards in language, they are not 



evolutionarily capable of it. As an animal, they will lie, cheat, 
steal and kill as their method of survival. They must, however, be 
identified and contained. The method of identification is once 
again, what they do and how they think. This method of 
identification is exampled in the metaphor given to me to solve, 
the mark of the Beast 666. How we think, determines what we do. 
The biological purpose of language, as the puzzle demonstrates is 
to: 

To regulate our behavior so as to turn the past into the future 

and to bring a future to pass.  

 
I may indeed be able to lay out the principles of logic. 

However, training in analogic beyond analog geometry can be 
obtained through the analog language one is confronted with in 
Lucid-Dreaming. Lucid-Dreaming is a language that employs a 
complete interactive virtual environment. All language is aimed 
at the modification of human behavior towards biological 
functionality.  

Our job, our own work, is to create and maintain a functional 
social system based on the identity of language with biological 
functionality and to create a balanced and maintainable 
ecosystem. This cannot be done by animals, it is man's work. This 
is the meaning of what was written. We have not done our own 
work because we are proto-linguistic—not man as defined by our 
own biology. We certainly are not yet in the image of God. God is 
the identity of perception with conception with human will. Or, 
in a metaphor, The Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are One. 
The image, A equals A—is the foundation of language—of Law. It 

also determines if we are or are not men. Thus, the Principles of 
Language are the Two Tablets of Law, are the two branches of 
reasoning that produce a functional human psychology.  

 
It was written that one shall know a particular time in history 

when:  
1) Lucid-Dreaming reappeared in force to mankind. The reason 

for this was clearly stated, it is the end of religion for each will 
have an opportunity to learn for themselves from the source.  

2) A person who could loosen the seals on the Judeo-Christian 
Scripture would be present. It is sealed because principles of 
language are demonstrably not functional in the human mind. 

3) That person would not only provide man with an 
understanding of Law, but would also present man with a new 
language, a language that demonstrates stammering, i.e. 
repeating the same concept in both branches of language.  

 
An animal can not tell time. The promised land can only be 

reached when we learn to do our own work. We can only be led 
when our eyes, being a metaphor for a functional psychology, are 



open. As I have already shown, our job is the solution to the beast 
within; 

To regulate our behavior so as to turn the past into the future 

and to bring a future to pass.  

An animal creates gods to enslave them, so that they do not 
have to do their own work. And as the puzzle to the name of the 
beast demonstrated, we do this job through principles of reason. 
We can no more tolerate the animal behaviors of our so called 
leaders as we can tolerate our own animal behavior. Every 
judgment we render, will be rendered again for as we do for 
ourselves, we will demonstrate for others.  

 
Note: I am not satisfied with this essay. Why do I have to say 

the obvious, why are there so many who are so wrong? Where are 
those who understand?  


